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 What is SALI?  

 A partnership among information providers, trusted intermediaries, and justice 

stakeholders

 Working to “amplify” legal information distribution in Saskatchewan

 By connecting/informing those who work with the public and provide information with 

knowledge of key legal information resources and skills 

 Library staff are a key audience for SALI
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Introduction

 Why did SALI host a virtual conference series in 2021?

 To check-in, reconnect, and reengage with our audience 

 To invite feedback 

 To help chart SALI’s future direction

 To “refresh” SALI and recommit to our mission
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 2021 virtual conference series recap

 Six virtual sessions from March to November 2021

 Connecting information professionals and trusted intermediaries with key legal 

information knowledge, skills, and resources

 Launched with a two-hour kickoff session

 Almost 300 live attendees & over 150 recorded video views
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Who Attended the Kickoff Session?
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 What did SALI hear? 

 73 attendees submitted survey responses.  
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 What did SALI hear?   

 “I was hoping to obtain information on how/where to direct patrons with legal questions.”

 “There is a need for a “cheat sheet” of some kind…Remember that librarians have many 
other needs to serve besides legal questions…”

 “We want something quick, simple and direct. How can someone find info that can be 
helpful? A flowchart would be great: if you need this, go here.” 

 “We need to know where we can send people to get legal advice.”

 “Many of our library partners struggle with the boundaries between legal information and 
legal advice… A list of best practices would be helpful. “
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 What did SALI hear?   

 Website

 Centralized, easy to find, and up to date web presence

 Training & Support

 Legal collections development

 Legal reference questions

 Legal information versus advice  

 Resources

 Legal Information sources

 Referral guidance (Finding a lawyer) 

 New ways to connect? 
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 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

1. Website

2. Newsletter 

3. Law Resources for Saskatchewan Libraries

4. Legal Information Guidelines Education 

5. Legal Information Provision Training 

6. Existing Resource Update

Acting on Your Feedback

• Do these resources sound like they would be 

helpful to you or your organization?  

• Could you see yourself using any of these 

resources if a member of the public asked for 

legal information?  

• What else could/should SALI do?



 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

 1. Website:

By creating a centralized web presence for SALI, containing information and up 

to date resources 

On the Law Society of Saskatchewan website at 

https://www.lawsociety.sk.ca/initiatives/access-to-justice/saskatchewan-access-

to-legal-information.  
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 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

 2. Newsletter:

SALI has launched a quarterly newsletter to keep you better informed about legal 
information resources and initiatives in Saskatchewan

 Tagline: “Amplifying Saskatchewan Legal Information: Stay informed about legal 
information developments, resources, and updates in Saskatchewan with SALI’s 
quarterly email newsletter” 

We invite you to share this newsletter with your staff, colleagues, and teams or 
encourage them to sign up directly here
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 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

 2. Newsletter:  

Our subscriber list has 159 subscribers. Open rates average 48% and click rates 

average 15%. 
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 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

 3. Law Resources for Saskatchewan Libraries: 

A curated collection development aid for Saskatchewan libraries, of any type, 

wishing to strengthen and add resources to their legal collections. 

Recommended legal titles are grouped by legal topic, indicating publisher, 

publication date, and price. 

Key online publications and PLEA content are also included.
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 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

 3. Law Resources for Saskatchewan Libraries:   

 The Provincial Library has used this resource to select and purchase 27 legal 

eBooks (OverDrive).  These are now accessible to all residents through their 

public library. 

Publications Saskatchewan used this resource to add content to their Indigenous 

Connections website  section.   

Have you used the tool?  
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 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

 4. Legal Information Guidelines Education:

Guiding the Guiders: Introducing Saskatchewan’s Legal Information Guidelines,

SALI Virtual Conference Series, June 23, 2021

Empowering information providers by outlining how they can help their 

clients with legal information & supporting the dissemination of credible legal 

information
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 How is SALI Acting on Your Feedback?

 5. Legal Information Provision Training:  

SALI is a developing a training resource for information providers and trusted 

intermediaries

 This forthcoming resource will convey the key legal information practices, 

resources, and referral sources an information provider should know about

 This content might be presented live, as a webinar, or recorded as a series of 

short videos in a video series
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 5. Legal Information Provision Training:

Proposed Outline

 Introducing Legal Information

 Legal Information Guidelines

Making the Connection to Legal Information 

Beyond Legal Information: Referrals

Key Legal Information Sources
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 5. Legal Information Provision Training:

A potential companion to the training, a Quick Reference Guide to Legal 

Information & Assistance Sources?

Would it be helpful for SALI to create a “quick reference guide” that lists key legal 

information resources and legal assistance sources 

 This guide could be incorporated into an existing SALI resource or created as a 

standalone resource
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 6. Existing Resource Update:

Our existing resources: Detecting Legal Problems & Information Sources & 
Representing Yourself.

SALI is creating a refreshed Detecting Legal Problems resource that “builds out” 
the existing resource by including targeted information sources, assistance 
locations, and referral contacts within a single robust resource.

Both information providers and members of the public will find this forthcoming 
resource helpful.
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 SALI is still seeking your feedback!

 How can we best assist you with connecting members of the public with legal 

information?

 What resources, guides, or assistance would you find most helpful?

 How can we help ensure that people access legal information when they need it?

 How can we strengthen the SALI initiative throughout the province?
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